Comparative Adjectives – Answers

Equal Comparisons:

Question set #1

1. The light shines as bright as the sun.
2. The runner moves as fast as the wind.
3. The apple is as red as a fire truck.
4. The giraffe is as tall as the tree.
5. That clock is as old as my grandfather.
6. His voice was as loud as thunder.
7. The truck was as big as a house.
8. Your book bag is as heavy as a rock.

Unequal Comparisons:

Question set #1

1. Dennis is older (old) than Kiki.
2. I am taller (tall) than the bookshelf.
3. My dog is faster (fast) than my cat.
4. The soup is hotter (hot) than the milk.
5. The rock is harder (hard) than the banana.

Question set #2

1. Yuki was at school earlier (early) than I was.
2. Rice is stickier (sticky) than salad.
3. This exercise is trickier (tricky) than the last one.
4. My little brother is sillier (silly) than I am.
5. This picture is prettier (pretty) than the other one.

Question set #3

1. Her motorcycle is more dangerous (dangerous) than my car.
2. Gold is more expensive (expensive) than silver.
3. Butterflies are more/less beautiful than snakes.
4. The grey jacket is less colorful (colorful) than the pink one.
5. I am more/less tired (tired) now than I was this morning.